
STEP 3  The Improvising Circle 

The aims of this step are: continuing to acquire listening awareness and to free 
expression through making sound and singing.   

The participants sit in a circle and select together a simple song that everybody 
knows. It may be  Frères  Jacques, for instance.   
They sing it gently together four/five times until, by adjusting their voices, they feel 
confident with it. 
 
Then, the group is split into two groups.  One group form a circle and is in the centre 
of the room, the other group form a circle around it, so that there are two concentric 
circles of participants. 

The participants in the inner circle will sing Frères Jacques, very gently (piano) over 
and over again and those in the outer circle, around them, will improvise by making 
any kind of sound with their voice or by beating on parts of their the body (sh...sh...  
tra... tra... boom..boom..., drumming on the body...) to form an accompaniment to the 
song that is sung by the inner circle.   

The two circles perform their 
part together during which 
each participant listen carefully 
to his/her own voice/sound as 
well as to the sound and 
singing of his/her peers. The 
teacher stops them gently 
after 10 minutes. 

Now the two circles are still 
concentric, but they swap their 
part, thus the outer circle goes 

inside and sings Frères Jacques and the inner circle goes outside and improvises 
with accompanying sounds. The teacher stops them gently after 10 minutes. 

After the leader has marked the end time, the participants gather and share their 
feedback on the experience. 

Duration 40 minutes 

Possible questions to stimulate reflection: Was listening to the others easy and 
natural? Were they able to listen to the whole and to their own voice/sound at the 
same time? Do they think that they were able to from an harmonic whole? Would 
they have liked to go on with the performance a little longer? Was the way they were 
singing or producing sounds influenced by the others’ sound?  Could they feel that 
their voice/sound was influencing the others’ performance? Is it a nice feeling being 
part of a whole? Was the performance enchanting in its own way and why? Were 



their eyes closed? Could they feel a sense of unity among them, deriving from 
listening intently to each other? Any particular feeling? Did any colour, image, word, 
thought cross their mind?    

NB:  Make sure that participants in both circles will start singing and producing 
sounds very quietly, almost silently. After the start, the dynamics of the performance 
is entirely up to them. 

 


